ABSTRACT. Over the category of PL manifolds there is a fibered category whose objects are certain equivalence classes [&] 
The construction of [2] 
One easily verifies as in [2] that [&(M)] contains T M ; hence it suffices to apply (P 4 ).
As in the smooth case one uses axioms (P^, (P 2 ), (P 3 ) and the multiplicative sequence corresponding to z 
and L(boundary) = 0, so that L may be regarded as a homomorphism Q* L ® R -» R> Hence it will suffice to verify that the homomorphism L agrees on generators with the corresponding homomorphism J:Q* L ® R -*• R> But the homomorphism Q*-» Qj L is injective (by (P 4 ), for example), which yields an exact sequence 
Here is the main result of this note, which permits one to conclude is an immediate consequence of (P^, (T 2 ) follows easily from (P 2 ) and (P 3 ), and (T 3 ) follows from Lemma 2.
